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The Keeper A Short Story
The film, part of the 20th San Francisco Documentary Film Festival, portrays the passion of San Francisco Poet Laureate Alejandro Murguia.

At S.F. DocFest, ‘Keeper of the Fire’ celebrates a writer and his vision of the Mission
Explaining the meaning of “bivvie’’, Donny writes: “Short for ... and talking to the keeper about fishing things.’’ With his natural humour and knack of telling stories, together ...

New book a keeper for fans of life on the river
Mary Poppins first alighted at No. 17 Cherry Tree Lane in 1934, changing the lives not only of the Banks children but of countless readers around the world. Those exposed only to Julie Andrews’s ...

The Real Mary Poppins Reminds Us to Wonder
On October 11, 2011, my Aunt Eileen jumped off the 15th floor inside the atrium and fell to the building's bullseye-like basement in a successful attempt at taking her own life. She was the fifth ...

The 15th floor
At its heart, Diane Wilson’s debut novel, “The Seed Keeper,” is a story about one woman and her ... discovers she has been living for years within a short drive of a great aunt she didn ...

Lit du Nord: “The Seed Keeper” by Diane Wilson
To submit a photo for the Keeper Corner, email it to jrouse@cjonline.com with the subject's name, age, city of residence and any other important info.

Keeper Corner: Salina teen catches personal-best catfish weighing almost 14 pounds
Crystal Dunn, Lindsey Horan and Becky Sauerbrunn started in the United States Women’s National Team’s 1-0 win over Portugal in Houston. Dunn and Sauerbrunn made up the left side of the U.S. defense ...

Dunn, Horan, Sauerbrunn start; Smith features in the USWNT 1-0 win over Portugal
The Indian cricket team announced their squad for the upcoming series against Sri Lanka yesterday. With the T20 World Cup on the horizon, the three ODIs and three T20Is in July will play a big role in ...

3 players who didn't deserve a call-up to the Indian squad for the Sri Lanka series
Honey brown sounds tasty
Rooster foot? Perhaps not so much
But the truth is that this combination is just as delicious as it sounds

...

The LIC Honey Brown Mat Rooster Foot Strap Is Just As Delicious As It Sounds
It’s time for our yearly countdown of the top 15 goals of the season! Juventus were credited with 108 goals over all competitions this year. Two of those were own goals, leaving 106 strikes to sift ...

Juventus’ top 15 goals of the 2020-21 season
I’m the keeper of my father’s side of the family ... So I don’t know if my cousins or my uncle even knew, or if this was the story they’d been told because it was more “acceptable.” ...

Ask Amy: My cousins were deluded about their ancestry, and I want to learn the whole story
One of the alleged Capitol rioters went on CNN to apologise for his actions – and to blame Donald Trump for calling on him and others to attack the Capitol. Anthony Antonio appeared on CNN on Friday ...

Capitol rioter apologises on CNN – and blames Trump for his actions
The result is a short poetic look at the words ... San Francisco poet Alejandro Murgu

a is the subject of “Keeper of the Fire.” (Kevin N. Hume/S.F. Examiner file) Dematteis was also immersed ...

‘Keeper of the Fire’ matches words with images
Larne have moved quickly to confirm a second summer signing at Inver Park - and second goalkeeper within 24 hours.

Canada’s Mike Argyrides signs for Larne as familiar face and second keeper deal
From Balotelli to Panenka, from Denmark's stunning win to Gazza's goal in 1996, we pick the most iconic Euros moments from tournaments past.

Euro memories: From Ronaldo's final, Balotelli's celebration, Denmark's stunning win to the original Panenka
If brother Billy was Lumley's mentor, then his hero was - is - a former Boro keeper. Indeed ... daily helping will include breaking transfer stories and analysis, as well as in-depth features ...

Joe Lumley's childhood hero and the books & clips he studies in an effort to keep improving
all you need to do is pop your email address in the box at the top of this story and click 'subscribe'. Boro beat Millwall to the capture of Lumley, who QPR wanted to keep, but the keeper informed ...

Middlesbrough make transfer breakthrough with signing of QPR goalkeeper Joe Lumley
In a sign of the El Paso Locomotive's growing stature in the USL, the club has loaned star keeper Logan Ketterer to the Portland Timbers on a short-term deal. Citing the MLS's "extreme hardship ...

'This is a good thing for Logan': Portland gets Locomotive keeper on short-term loan
El Paso Locomotive coach Mark Lowry saw keeper Logan Ketterer's star turn ... will remain in Portland on loan for another week. His short-term loan is under the "emergency hardship" roster spot ...

Locomotive keeper Ketterer to stay with Portland this week
[Most read] See the Chicago Cubs’ new ‘Wrigleyville’ City Connect uniform — and learn the story ... the keeper’s house and a new interpretive center are open. A short drive away at ...
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